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A welcome message by the Secretary General and PGA
 

Honorable delegates, 

 

Welcome everyone to the first edition of HUMUNITED ONLINE! We are thrilled to have you               

participating in your respective councils in order to discuss such a pressing issue in our current                

society, and are very thankful for your dedication and willingness to partake in a conference as                

special as this one. 

We had hoped to see you all in person at this years HUMUNITED, however, we had to adjust                  

and adapt to our current situation and, as the famous scientist Charles Darwin said “It is not the                  

strongest or the most intelligent who will survive, but those who can best manage change.” And,                

as we all know, when the music changes, so does the dance. Hence, we put our best efforts into                   

making this event possible and are hopeful that our goal was achieved. 

Taking part in MUN conferences has allowed us to enlighten ourselves in many ways that are                

indescribable, and we are honored to provide all these feelings and experiences for you! Thus,               

we welcome you to your councils’ Background Guide, knowing how much thought your chairs              

put into doing their best for you to have more ways to deepen your knowledge in this specific                  

topic.  

We wholeheartedly believe that HUMUNITED brings such knowledge to those who participate            

in it and, therefore, we urge you to enjoy every second of it and truly make the most of your time                     

debating, researching, and allowing yourself to get to know a different perspective on the topic,               

as well as learning from those who are in your council. Getting to have such an experience is                  

truly something that changes your viewpoint on many subjects and that you hopefully keep              

seeking knowledge and change because it is honestly essential to humankind.  

Yours truly,  

Thomás Danelon 

Secretary General 

Isabella Mazanati 

President of the General Assembly 
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Chairs Greetings
 

Honorable Delegates,  

Welcome to the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization! We are            

excited to see what you can show us in this event. Nowadays it is very important to talk about                   

global problems and to express your opinion. HUMUNITED will help you improve your             

English and debating skills, and to listen to different opinions. Our topic, "The international              

method of face to face teaching and it's validation" has great importance and we are pleased                

that you have chosen this council and are looking forward to seeing you all debating! 

We, Luna Umstätter and Konstantin Sattler, your chairs, expect a fair and good debate. We               

hope that everyone makes an effort and does their part so that each of you has the opportunity to                   

have a deeper insight into the different positions the delegations hold for this topic, and with that                 

learn more about it since our topic is very important and has an effect worldwide. Besides,                

participating in MUN conferences is such an important experience for our growth as humans and               

that cannot be put into words.  

We are looking forward to being your chairs and if any concerns, doubts, or questions arise,                

do not hesitate to contact us so we can discuss them and properly help you better understand the                  

topic! May we remind you that since it is a one-day conference, a position paper will not be                  

needed. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

Luna Umstätter 

Chair of the UNESCO Council 

luna.umstatter@aluno.humboldt.com.br 

 

Konstantin Sattler 

Chair of the UNESCO Council 

konstantin.sattler@aluno.humboldt.com.br 
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About the council 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization

 

During the Second World War, discussions began as to whether an organization            

promoting education, culture and science was needed for promoting world peace. In 1942 the              

conference of the Allied Education Ministers' Conference took place in London. During the             

meeting, ministers looked for ways to rebuild the post-war allies' education system and discussed              

the importance of international mobilization for the consolidation of education and science to             

promote a culture of peace and tolerance. UNESCO's work is based on the idea that political                

agreements and economic development are not enough to guarantee world peace. To achieve             

peace, states need to invest in education that focuses on dialogue and tolerance.  

In order to achieve this goal, UNESCO strives for equal access to education in its               

member countries. In the cultural field, the organization defends historical heritage and            

collective memory to defend the right to access culture and information. Another important             

UNESCO flag is the promotion of freedom of expression as a fundamental right of democracy.               

The organization has distributed programs worldwide, particularly in Africa and Latin America.            

In Brazil, UNESCO has been based in Brasilia since 1972, where, in cooperation with the               

Brazilian state, it promotes universal access to education in the country.  
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Topic Overview
 

The international method of face to face teaching and its validation is a very important topic                

since it affects the entire globe worldwide due to the coronavirus. Even during the pandemic,               

education is very important and should not be neglected. Distance learning is a form of teaching                

or learning that is transmitted through technologies that allow the teacher and the student to be                

in different physical environments. It enables the student to create their own timetable, as              

classes are usually on the Internet. With this modality, the student follows the material through               

media such as television, video, CD-ROM, cell phone, iPod, laptop, etc. 

Distance learning was regulated by the Ministry of Education Legislative Decree No. 2,494              

of February 10, 1998, which regulated Article 80 of the National Guidelines for Guidelines and               

Principles for Education. Among other things, it stipulates that distance learning is offered by              

institutions specially accredited by the Union. It is also the responsibility of the Union to               

regulate the requirements for taking exams and registering diplomas related to the course. In              

distance learning, the student can manage their own learning, has a high degree of autonomy to                

learn and take courses according to the time available. Distance learning is a teaching method               

that is being used more and more frequently in our society. There are courses for students,                

graduates, technicians, professionals, and improvement courses. Even before COVID-19 there          

was great growth and acceptance in educational technology. Global investment in edtech was $              

18.66 billion in 2019, and the entire online education market is expected to reach $ 350 billion                 

by 2025. Whether voice applications or virtual tutoring, the use of video conference or online               

learning software has increased significantly since COVID-19.  
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Guiding Questions 
 

 

● How can we define face to face education?  

● Is education still in need of a school?  

● Should there be a centralized school system around the world?  

● If so, how can we ensure that it is treating everyone equally?  

● Is Homeschooling a valid option?  
 

Further reading 
 

https://www.oxbridgeprograms.com/I-Want-To-Travel-To/France/Oxbridge-in-Paris/Blog/dif 

ferences-in-education-systems-around-the-world  

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/education-systems-around-world-comparison-sashi-gundala  

 

https://asiasociety.org/global-cities-education-network/school-systems-around-world  

https://www.worldbank.org/en/news/immersive-story/2019/01/22/pass-or-fail-how-can-the-w 

orld-do-its-homework  

These are some links to get you started in your research. You still need to look at the certain 
measures countries are taking!  
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